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Abst ract - -The  roots of the complex transcendental equations that result from the application of 
the modal method to the scattering problem for a metallic groove are obtained iteratively as fixed 
points of entire functions of the form Fc(z), where c, z E E. Iterations are performed with Fc(z) or an 
appropriate branch of its multiple-valued inverse function, that is, zj+x = Fc(zj) or Zj+l = F~-l(zj), 
respectively. Since convergence fails near double roots, an insightful study of the problem is made 
and high-precision solutions near double roots are obtained by interpolation. Examples are given 
to illustrate the behaviour of the methods in different situations, with a connection to fractai theory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Modal  methods  are widely used to solve electromagnetic s atter ing problems for rough surfaces. 
These methods  consist in expanding the electric and magnetic fields inside each groove in eigen- 
functions that  sat isfy the boundary  condit ions. They are useful in providing expl icit  analyt ical  
representat ions of the fields inside the asperit ies of the surface. They also give a simple way of 
understanding the physical interpretat ion of the results. For infinite grat ings of s imple geome- 
tr ies (rectangular,  semicircular, etc.), the eigenfunctions are known simple functions. But,  in 
the general  case of a groove with arb i t rary  profile on a surface made of an isotropic mater ia l  
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(dielectrics, metals, etc.), to find the modal functions is a very complicated process, making the 
use of the modal method inconvenient in such cases. However, it is well known that an arbitrary 
profile can be approximated bylayers of rectangular shape. This idea was first suggested by Peng 
et  al .  [1] and used by many authors [2,3]. In each layer, the fields can be expanded in modal 
functions corresponding to a rectangular g oove [4-6], these functions being combinations ofsines 
and cosines. Then, the problem can be solved by matching the fields at the interfaces. 
Recently, Li [7] developed a multilayer modal method for infinite periodic gratings of arbitrary 
profile, which can be applied to any kind of isotropic materials. Employing this idea, suggested 
in [7] and developed in [8] for a perfectly conducting surface, we propose to solve the scattering 
problem for a metallic surface with a groove of arbitrary shape. The first step consists in finding 
the modal eigenfunctions of a rectangular groove in a metallic surface. This calculation leads 
to transcendental equations that must be solved numerically. The purpose of this work is to 
find the roots of the complex-valued transcendental equations appearing in the calculation of the 
modal functions of a rectangular groove in a metallic surface. These equations can be reduced 
to the transcendental equations cos z = cz  and sin z = cz ,  where z, c E C. We survey previously 
proposed [9,10] numerical methods and add a new interpolation algorithm to obtain high-precision 
solutions near double roots. The general procedure consists in dividing the complex plane into 
fundamental regions and iterating in each region with the corresponding function or a branch 
of its multiple-valued inverse. The root of smallest modulus of cos z --- cz  is found by Newton's 
method. A connection with fractal theory is brought up. 
In Section 2, we describe the scattering problem and derive the two transcendental equations 
to be solved. The numerical methods used to solve both equations are detailed in Sections 3 
and 4, where different algorithms are given to deal with all possible situations, together with 
several illustrative figures. Examples of the results obtained and a comparison of the efficiency 
of the different methods in some particular cases are presented in Section 5. Section 6 deals with 
the eigenvalues of the scattering problem. A conclusion is found in Section 7. 
2. THE SCATTERING PROBLEM 
The geometry of the scattering problem is shown in Figure 1. For this problem, we have a 
rectangular g oove of width a and depth h in a plane surface of an isotropic material characterized 
by its complex permittivity e -- u 2, where u is the refraction index. The structure is illuminated 
by a plane wave of wavelength A and frequency w. The number ~ is complex for metallic surfaces. 
Y 
, \  va uum 
h i  I I metal x 
a 
Figure 1. Geometric onfiguration of the scattering problem. 
The modal method consists in expanding the field in the corrugated zone ( -h  < y < 0) in 
modal functions that satisfy the Helmholtz differential equation [11] 
(v  + k f(x, y) = 0, (1) 
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with k = w/c = 2v/A, and c is the speed of light. Each modal function must also satisfy the 
boundary conditions. Since the problem is invariant under translation along the z direction, the 
electric and the magnetic fields do not depend on the variable z, and the field is expanded in the 
form 
oo 




Am cos(~/1,mx) +Bm sin(~/1,mx), for Ix[ < 2'  
a 
Xm(X) = Cm exp(i'y2,mx), for x > 5'  (3) 
a 
Dm exp(-i~/2,mx), for x < -7 '  
and 
Ym(Y) = Em'e i°'~ +Fm e - i° '~,  (4) 
with 
 l,m = - 0K,  2,m = 0K. (51 
The constants Am, Bin, Gin, Din, and Pm will be determined by means of the boundary conditions 
and i = v/-ZT is the imaginary unit. 
Imposing continuity on the tangential components of the field at the interfaces x = 4-a/2, we 
get the following equation: 
2 ['Yl,msin (71,m 2)'bi"/2,mCOS(~l,m2) ] [~/1,mCOS(~/1,m2)--i~/2,msin(~/1,m2) ] ----0, 
which, upon setting 
o 
Z : V l ,m 5 and v = (e -  1), (6) 
separates into the pair of equations 
- i v~ + z 2 - i  z 
tanz - -  and t a n z = ~  (7) 
z vvrb--~-~" 
The two equations in (7) reduce to 
cosz=cz  and s inz=cz ,  (8) 
upon setting 
i i 
c-- v/~ and c - -~,  (9) 
respectively. 
As u is a complex constant with positive real and imaginary parts, e can take only complex 
values with positive imaginary parts. Consequently, we can assume that e and v lie in the first 
or second quadrants. Therefore, since v~ takes two values in opposite quadrants, c can take any 
value in the complex plane. 
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3. NUMERICAL  SOLUTION OF  cos z - -  cz  
3.1. G loba l  P rocedure  for the  Es t imat ion  of  Roots  
Given the problem of finding all the complex roots of the equation 
cosz = cz,  c e C, (10) 
for an arbitrary value of c, it is known that the set of solutions is countably infinite [12]. A 
program has been written for computing the first N roots of (10), ordered according to their 
increasing absolute values. 
We first determine regions in the complex plane each containing only one root of (10) for a 
given value of c. This is done by drawing the images of each of the four quadrants of the extended 
complex c-plane into the complex z-plane under the multiple-valued mapping 
C --* C : c ~ {z cos z = cz}. 
Given a root z, c can be explicitly calculated from (10) by the formula 
COS Z 
c = (11) 
z 
We write c = a + bi and separate the real and imaginary parts of equation (11). By setting, in 
turn, a = 0 and b = 0, we have the images of the axes of the c-plane into the z-plane. The implicit 
curves obtained are plotted in Figure 2 (note that the point z = 0 corresponds to c -- o0), and 
the images of each quadrant are numbered accordingly. For example, if c lies in quadrant I ,  (10) 
has one root in each of the regions I1 , /2 , /3 , /4 ,  . . . .  
' ! ,1 I 1 ', I=(z~ ', ', ', I o I ! I ] I o I t 11 . x l ,  ::iv~ m~,,  , ~,., ! I I ! I I ! I t o I ! o I 
, , ,, I i ', g : ~ ~ , ~  ~ , : : - ,  
i 
1 " 
\ - ,, 
i :  
I 
I 
! I ! 
! I t , ,j , 
I ' ' 
! ! II I 
' l i  ' I I 
-5 r /2  -2it" -3 r /2  - ~ - r /2  r /2  Ar 3 r /2  2x" 5 r /2  
Figure 2. Partition of the complex z-plane into regions each containing a single 
solut ion of  cos  z --- cz. 
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Any solution z* of (10) is a fixed point, z* = Fc(z*), of the mapping Fc : C --* C, given by 
1 Fc(z) = - cos  z .  
c 
According to the modulus of the derivative of Fc at z*, fixed points are: 
(a) attractive, if If'(z*)l < 1, 
(b) repelling, if IF~(z*)l > 1, or 
(c) indifferent, if IF~(z*)l = 1. 
The numerical methods employed to compute the roots of (10) depend on this classification. It
is not known a priori whether a root is an attractive, repelling, or indifferent fixed point, but 
this is deduced from the behaviour of the methods. We deal with each case separately. 
CASE A. THE ROOT IS AN ATTRACTIVE FIXED POINT OF f c. 
Iterations are calculated by means of the formula 
zj+x = Fe(zj), j = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (12) 
with a properly chosen initial value z0. 
For every fixed value of c, two open sets are defined: ,4, the region of attractivity of Fc, and B, 
the image of ,4 by Fe, 
A = {z; lF'(z), < l} = { ~  < ,cl}. (13) 
It is seen that B is the region bounded by the oval of Cassini, 
o = {z ;  Iz - Yl Iz +/ I  = k2} ,  (14)  
with f = 1/c and k = 1 (see Figure 3), namely, 
B=Fc(A)={z;  z -11 z+ 1 <1}.  (15) 
Ira(z) 
. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l a  , . .  ,* ° . ,  H ,.* . . .~  .° ,~ , ,  
/ 
" )K :~ " 
; -f f / Re(z) 
"~",~.°.,.°°.°,,,,°,,.,°, ° °°,°,_,°°°°°..°~°° 
(a) f < k. 
Figure 3. Ov,~ls of Cassini. 
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Figure 3. (cont.) 
If z* is an attractive fixed point, then it belongs to both sets A and B. Since Fc is an 
entire function, there exists a closed neighbourhood V of z*, such that V C A N B, where Fc is 
contractive. If Jt and B are disjoint, Fc has no attractive fixed points. 
We recall two definitions. 
(i) The immediate basin of attraction of an attractive fixed point z* is the largest connected 
open set Ft such that iterations (12) will converge to z* for any starting value z0 E Ft. 
(ii) The critical points of Fc are the points where Fc fails to be a local bijection; they can be 
either algebraic critical points, that is, the zeros of Fc(z), or transcendental critical points, 
that is, asymptotic values. 
It  is known [13] that the immediate basin of attraction of an attractive fixed point z* contains 
at least one critical point of Fc, so that it is always possible to compute z* by starting iterations 
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(a) c = 0.48 + 0.82i. 
~--~ T lm(z )  -r 
2 
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-1 
-2 z ~ 
0 
(b) c -- 0.7 + 0.8i. 
F igure 4. Boundary  of the  sets ,4 (dashed) and B (dotted), and the first roots of 
cos z = cz for different values of c E I, in a central port ion of the  z-plane (see 
Figure 2). 
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(d) c = 0.6 + 0.1i. 
Figure 4. (cont.) 
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from the critical points. Since these points are kTr (the zeros of F'(z))  and Fc(k~r) = +1/c, then 
the sequence {zj} converges to z* for one of the starting values z0 = =E1/c. 
It follows from the above, that Fc has at most two attractive fixed points, so that by iterating 
with Fc, we can find at most two roots of (10). 
The four plots shown in Figure 4 illustrate different situations for four different values of c E I. 
In Figures 4a and 4b, Z (1) E ~4 CI B and iterations with -Pc converge to Z (1) (both with z0 = 1/c 
and zo = - l / c ) .  Thus, z (1) is an attractive fixed point of Fc. Note that, in Figure 4a, z (1) is near 
the boundary of region .4; hence, convergence is slow. In Figure 4c, .4 A B ¢ 0, but z (1) ~ ,4 [q B 
so that iterations with Fc diverge. In Figure 4d, ,4 A B = 0, so that iterations with Fc diverge, 
and z(D, z(2), and z (3) have to be calculated by another method. In Figures 4c and 4d, z (1) is a 
repelling fixed point of Fc. 
0 
-4 -2 0 2 4 
Figure 5. Basin of attraction (white) of z (D for Fc = cosz/c and e = 0.48 + 0.82i. 
Iterations tarted from black points tend to infinity. 
The white zone in Figure 5 is the set of all starting points from which convergence to z (1) is 
achieved by iterating Ft. This set is, by definition, the basin of attraction of z (1). The boundary 
of this region is a fractal curve which is the Julia set of Fc, that is, the closure of all the repelling 
periodic points of Ft. 
REMARK. Zl ,Z2 , . . .  ,Zr  is a period or cycle of order r of Fc(z), if z2 = Fc(Z l ) , . . . ,  Zr -~ f c (Zr - l )  
and Zl = Fc(zr). A period is attractive, indifferent, or repelling if 
If'(zl)F'(z2)... f'(zr)l 
is <, =, or > 1, respectively. A fixed point is a period of order 1. Note that the points z (2) 
and z (3), which lie on the boundary of the white zone, are repelling fixed points of-Pc, and hence, 
belong to the Julia set. 
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ALGORITHM (a). Iterations with Fc 
Starting with zo = 1/c, iterate 
z j+ l  = Fc(z ), j = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  
If the sequence converges, then a root has been found, and it is an attractive fixed point of Fc(z).  
Repeat with zo = -1 /c .  
If IFtc(z*)l ~ 1, convergence is extremely slow. It can be accelerated by means of Steffensen's 
algorithm which produces quadratic onvergence. 
STEFFENSEN'S ALGORITHM. Given Zn, Zn+l, Zn+2 calculated with F~, set 
5n = Zn - zn+l - z,~ . (16) 
Zn+2 --  2Zn+l + Zn 
Recalculate Zn+l, zn+2, zn+3 starting from 5n, and evaluate 5n+1. 
CASE B. THE ROOT IS A REPELLING FIXED POINT OF Fc. 
If z* is a root of (10), then it is a fixed point both of function Fc(z) and of properly chosen 
branches of the multiple-valued inverse function Gc(z),  
G~tz) =- i  log (cz ± ~ )  + 2kTr. (17) 
If z* is repelling for Fc(z),  then it is attractive for Go(z) because 
1 
IG'c(z*)l - iF~c(z.) [ < 1. (18) 
By definition, z* ~ A. We also note that z* ~ B (in fact, z* E B is impossible since ~4 = Gc(B) 
implies that z* = Go(z*) E ,4). Therefore, z* does not belong to either set J( or B, whether ,4 
and B intersect or not. 
Iterations are now performed with 
Zj+I = Gc(Zj) ,  j = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  (19) 
It is necessary to choose a branch of Gc(z) which leads to a sequence zj that converges to z*; to 
do so, we have to bear in mind the location of z*. 
It is sufficient to restrict he search to those roots that have positive real parts, that is, ~(z) >_ 0. 
Otherwise, the roots can be found by using the equality 
cos( -z)  = ( -c ) ( - z ) .  
The following two upper haifbands are defined in the z-plane: 
B; ~={z=x+iy ;  y>0,2k~<x<(2k+2)~},  
~k + = {z = x + iy; y > 0, (2k + 1)~ < x < (2k + 3)~}, 
and, equivalently, the two lower halfbands B~- and/~- ,  for which y < 0. 
It can be observed in Figure 2 that for c E II u III, if ~(z) > 0, two neighbouring regions IIp 
and IIIp-1 are entirely contained in one of the halfbands B+, and there is no part of any other 
region IIq or IIIq contained in the same halfband. Similarly, if ~(z) < 0, IIp and IIIp+l are 
entirely contained in B~-. 
For c e I U IV, we have Ip and IVp+l contained in 1~+ (for ~(z) >_ 0) or B~- (for ~(z) < 0). 
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To find a root z (p) belonging to a region contained in a certain haifband, we choose a determi- 
nation for the inverse function such that  Go(z) belongs to the same haifband. 
Let we  = cz :k ~ .  For an upper halfband, in order to have 9;(G(z)) _> 0, we choose 
the sign of the square root that gives ]w[ _< 1 (]w I _> 1 for a lower halfband). 
For c E I I  U II I, we take 0 < arg w _< 2~r. Conversely, for c E I U IV, we take -Tr< arg w < 7r. 
Wi th  these definitions for the argument, k can be fixed. We now have a branch of Gc(z) that  
maps the halfband into itself. 
I t  remains to find a starting point in each region, and we choose it outside A. Note that  it is 
enough to take zo = uo +ivo, with Iv01 > ln(1 + ~/1 + 4[c[2). It can be proved that  iterations (19) 
will converge to z (v) if the halfband does not cut the ovals of Cassini (see [10]). 
Algorithm (b), listed in the Appendix, computes the roots z (p) for p = 2, 3 , . . . ,  N by iterat- 
ing G¢. The first root is found by Newton's method (see Section 3.3). 
For every p, a sequence is calculated. For every converging sequence, we have found a root 
that  is a repelling fixed point of Fc. When the absolute value of c is large, iterations may fail to 
converge to roots z with 9(z)  >_ 0. Since we choose the value of we = cz + ~/(cz) 2 - 1 that  is 
smaller in absolute value, and (cz) 2 - 1 m (cz) 2 for large c, cancellation errors occur. This can 
be remedied by taking ~ and using 
cos(~) = ez~. 
Again, if ]Gte(z*)l ~ 1, slow convergence can be accelerated by means of Steffensen's formula (16). 
CASE C. THE ROOT IS AN INDIFFERENT FIXED POINT OF Fc. 
Since, in this case, IF~(z*)[ = 1 and 
z* = Re(z*),  (20) 
it follows that  
sin z* = ei2~a. (21) 
C 
Eliminating c from (20) and (21), we see that  z* is a solution of 
= e i2r~ (22) z tanz  - . 
The solutions of (22) are plotted in Figure 6; these solutions lie on different ovals. Remember 
that  each indifferent fixed point corresponds to a specific value of c and only for some values 
of c, there corresponds at most one indifferent fixed point. These points lie in the Julia set of 
Fc for the corresponding c. To calculate an indifferent fixed point z*, which is also an indifferent 
fixed point of Gc, we iterate either Fc (Algorithm (a)) or G~ (Algorithm (b)). Both algorithms 
converge with appropriate initial points, but convergence is slow. Once the iterates zn get close to 
the root, convergence can be improved with Steffensen's formula (16). Two examples for different 
values of c, in (21) are presented in Tables 3-8 in Section 4 below. 
For a = 0 in (22), z* is a doub le  root  of (10), that  is, 
Ec(z*) = cosz* - cz* ---. 0 and E~(z*) = - s inz*  - c --- 0. (23) 
Table 1. The first seven double roots of equation (10) and the corresponding values 
of c. 
1 n 4-~,, :kc~ 4--- 
C~ 
1 1.199 678 640 257 734i - 1.508 79 561538 320i -0.662 743 419 349 1816i 
2 2.798 386 045 783 887 -0.336 508 416 918 395 3 -2.971693 870 713 802 
3 6.121250466898069 -0.1612280343250640 -6.202395285573131 
4 9.317866461791064 -0.1067079477152366 -9.371373186453026 
5 12.486 454 395 223 78 0.079 831 180 780 003 22 12.526 433 784 76106 
6 15.64412837033303 -0.06379155303959362 -15.67605666191146 
7 18.796 404 366 210 16 0.053 126 532 561 388 06 18.822 986 402 218 02 










0 2 4 6 
Figure 6. Three ovals of indifferent fixed points of Fc(z) = (cosz)/c.  The  points ~i 
are double roots of cos z = cz. 
0 
Figure 7. Basin of attract ion of ~1 for f c (z )  = (cosz) /c  and c = -1.50888i.  The  
white zone represents start ing values of i terations that  converge to a neighbourhood 
of ~z. I terat ions tart ing at the  points in the dark zone tend to infinity. 
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Eliminating c from (23), we get 
z* tan z* = -1 ,  (24) 
so that the double roots of (10) are solutions of the equation 
cot  z = -z ,  (25)  
which has been studied in [9,14]. The first seven double roots, ~1,... ,~T, of (25) and the cor- 
responding values of c are listed in Table 1. The roots ~n are bifurcation points, and they are 
plotted in Figures 2 and 6. Notice that for every double root ~n, there is an oval of indifferent 
fixed points that passes through ~n. 
In Figure 7, we have the basin of attraction (white region) of ~1- Note that {1 lies on its 
boundary, and that ,4 and B are tangent o each other at ~1. 
3.2. In terpo la t ion  Near  a Doub le  Root  
When looking for a solution of (10) that lies near a double root, high precision is difficult to 
achieve. The double root bifurcates into two roots that are close to each other. There can be 
endless iterations which hardly move closer to the root. Even Steffensen's method may either 
fail to improve the estimate, may converge to another oot, or may be divergent (see Table 8 in 
Section 5). 
Here, we show why there is instability as we move closer to a double root. Let us suppose that 
f is an indif ferent fixed point of Fe(z),  that is, 
F~(5) =5 and [F~(5)I = 1, (26) 
implying that 
cos5=55 and s in f=-Se  i¢. (27) 
For any angle ¢ E [-Tr, ~r), f is on one of the ovals of Figure 6. Notice that 5 tends to the double 
root ~ in the oval as ¢ ~ 0. 
Let c ~ ~. We want to find a root z of Ec(z) = 0 and write e = c - 5, u = z - 5. Thus, 
Ec(z)  = cos z - cz = cos(5 + u) - (5 + e)(f + u). (28) 
Expanding cos(£ % u) to second order around f and using (27), we obtain 
1 . .  2 Ec (f -t- u) = 5 (e i¢ - 1) u - 5czu  + (9 0ul 3) - e (5 + u) = 0. (29) 
Solving for e, 
(e '~ - 1) u - (1/2)Sfu ~ + V ([u[3) 
e = ~ + u ' (30)  
and replacing 1/(5 + u) by its Taylor expansion in powers of u, 
1 1 u u s 
f + u = z - f--$ + )-3 + O ([u[3), (31) 
we get 
5 (e i¢ - l )  u (1  (e i¢ - l ) )u2  
= + +o(l 13). (32) 
As 5 approaches the double root, the first term tends to zero, and for f = {i, 5 = ci, we have 
e ~ -~'u2/2, that is, c - ci ~ -5(z  - {i)2/2. This means that in the neighbourhood of a double 
root, very small differences in c result in large differences in z, causing instability. 
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If greater precision than the one obtained by iterating Fc or Gc and improved by Steffensen's 
formula is desired, we can use in terpo la t ion  for solving (10) near a double root. 
The double root ~i and its corresponding ci are known. Suppose we have c ~ ci and want to 
find the root z* of cosz  = cz.  We start with a very good estimate, z0, of z*, and choose four 
points around z0, namely, zl = z0 + ~, z2 = z0 - ~i, z3 = z0 + i~f, and z4 = z0 - i~f, for a small 
value of ~f. We use (11) to calculate c l , . . .  ,c4 and construct an interpolating polynomial (with 
complex coefficients) that  verifies 
P(c i )  = zi ,  i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, (33) 
and interpolate for c, 
50 = P(c ) .  (34) 
We take 5o as the new z0 and repeat the procedure until ] cos 50 - CSo [ is sufficiently small or two 
consecutive values of 40 are close enough. 
It is crucial to start  the process with a very good est imate of z*. To calculate the initial 
value z0, we consider 
Ec(z )  = cos z - cz  = cos (~i + u) - (ci + e) (~ + u) .  (35) 
Replacing cos (~i + u) by its third-order Taylor expansion, 
cos ~i u 2 sin ~i u 3 
cos (~i + u) = cos~i - (sinai) u - ~ + T + O (lU[4) , 
and recalling that  
cos~i = ci~i and -s ina i  = c~, 
we get 
Ci U 3 Ci Ec(z )  = Ec  (~i + u)  = - -~  - "~ ~i u 2 - e~i - eu  + (9 ([u[4), (36) 
and write 
ci ua _ ~_ ~i u 2 - eu  - e~i. (37) 
= 2 
To find an est imate of z*, we calculate the three roots ul, u2, and u3 of the polynomial Qc(u). 
Suppose that  the two roots that  give the smaller values for [Ec(~i + uj)[ are ux and u2. Then 
we have the two start ing values z0 -- ~i + ul and z0 = ~i + u2 to begin successive interpolations. 
These interpolations will converge separately to each one of the roots z* that  are close to the 
double root ~i. 
3.3. Newton 's  Method  for  the  F i r s t  Root  
The root with smallest modulus is found by means of Newton's method 
Zn+l = N(zn) ,  (38) 
where 
N(z)  = z Fc (z )  
Fg(z ) "  (39) 
This method has quadratic convergence to simple roots. Since the regions containing the first 
root are convex, adequate initial values [10] are 
7r 1 7r 1 
for z E IV1, z0 - for z E II1, zo= 2ac+l '  2c~c-1 '  
lr 1 ~r 1 (40) 
zo= 2~c+1'  for z E I1, z0 -  2~c-  1' for z E II I1, 
where a = 7/8 -  (2/3)i. 
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Newton's method had been used to solve this and other transcendental equations [9,15]. When 
the region is not convex, iterations may converge to an attractive cycle, Zl, z2 , . . . ,  zr. Each z~ 
is a fixed point of Nr(z)  = N(N( . . .  (N(z ) . . . ) ) )  (r times), but if r > 1, it is not a fixed point 
of N, nor a solution of (10). 
If a sequence converges to an attractive cycle Z l , . . . ,  zr, then in every r iterations, we have 
values that converge to one point of the cycle. This is hard to detect and will give no solution of 
the equation. Hence, attractive cycles should be avoided. 
4. NUMERICAL  SOLUTION OF sin z = cz  
Numerical methods for solving the equation 
sin z = cz, c E C (41) 
are similar to those employed in Section 3. As before, the images of quadrants I, II, I I I ,  and IV 
in the c-plane are determined by the multiple-valued mapping 
c {z;  sin z = cz} ,  (42) 
denoted in Figure 8 as regions In, IIn, IIIn, and IV n. Notice that there are no convex regions 
containing the first roots; consequently, Newton's method is not used in this case. 
-5m'/2 -2 r  - 3~/2  - m" - r /2  r /2  r 3 r /2  2r  S t~2 
Figure 8. Partition of the complex z-plane into regions containing a single solution 
of sin z = cz. 
The iterates Zj+l ---- Fc(zj), j = O, 1,2 , . . . ,  with z0 = =t=l/c and Fc(z) = s inz/c ,  converge to z* 
if z* is an attractive fixed point of Fc(z), that is, if z* E ~4 N B, where 
A = {z; I coszl < Icl}, (43) 
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and 
- - < 1 . (44)  B= Fc(A)= z; 
Notice that ,4 is now concentrated at the points (k + 1/2)~r, k E Z, while B is as in (15). 
This algorithm calculates at most two roots of equation (41). The remaining roots are calcu- 
lated with one of the branches of Gc, the multiple-valued inverse function of -Pc, 
Go(z) = - / l og  (icz + V/1 - (cz )  2 ) + 2kTr. (45) 
As in Section 3.1, slow convergence can be accelerated with Steffensen's formula. The double 
roots r/j of equation (41) are roots of tanz  = z, which was solved in [9,14]. 
The first seven double roots r/j of (41) and the corresponding values cj are listed in Table 2. 
Tab le  2. The  f irst seven doub le  roots  of  (41) and  the  cor respond ing  va lues  of  c. 
1 
n -l-r/n 4-cn 4- - -  
Cn 
1 0 0 oo 
2 4 .493409457909064 -0 .2172336282112217 -4 .603338848751700 
3 7 .725251836937707 0 .1283745535258991 7 .789705767492725 
4 10 .90412165942890 -0 .09132520282305768 -10 .94987986982627 
5 14 .06619391283147 0 .07091345945046215 14 .10169533046921 
6 17.220 755 271930 77 -0 .057  971 802 346 153 89 - 17.249 765 567 558 63 
7 20.371 302 959 287 56 0 .049 029 624 014 074 17 20.395 832 521 843 24 
If high precision is required near double roots, interpolation can be applied. 
5. EXAMPLES 
We present several examples corresponding to different values of c. The first seven roots of 
cos z -- cz were calculated by different methods and are shown in Tables 3-8. The number 
of iterations and the error, I cosz -cz l ,  are also given as a measure of the achieved precision. 
Iterations were stopped when IZn+l - z~ I < 10 -15 or when a maximum of 300 iterations was 
reached (it was found that more iterations did not improve the solutions). Iterations with Fc 
started from each of the loci of the ovals of Cassini always converged to the same root, or both 
diverged. The best estimate is given in the table. Newton's method always gives a precise 
estimate of the first root. The abbreviations for the methods are given in Table 9. 
In Case 1 (Table 3), the roots z (2), z(3),.., were well calculated with G~. On the other hand, 
iterations with Fc were divergent since .4 N B = 0 (see Figure 4d). This means that all the roots 
of (10) are repelling fixed points of Ft. 
In Case 2 (Table 4), iterations with Ge gave good estimates of roots z (j), j > 1, except for the 
fifth root, that was efficiently calculated with -Pc. 
Tab le  3. Case  1: c = 0,6 + 0.1i .  
n Root  Method I te ra t ion  Er ror  
1 0 .954 423 688 443 918 6 - 0 .067 374 340 391061 29i  N 5 6 .2E  - 17 
2 - -2 .434 992 702 363 831 -- 1.170 567 743 683 671i  G 37 6 .7E  - 16 
3 -2.846 291 955 291836 + 1.268 008 003 475 452i G 35 5.3E - 16 
4 5.769 374 356 373 494 + 1.995 451 425 085 916i G 21 2.2E - 15 
5 6 .120 638 929 953 503 - 2 .044 837 800 502 509i  G 20 1 .4E - 15 
6 -8 .990  486 742 016 788 - 2 .422 131962 924 134i G 17 1 .5E - 15 
7 -9 .331  236 057 667 500 + 2 .455 660 994 559 980/  G 17 3 .8E  - 15 
- Over f low F 
~llCt 35:11-[ 
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Table 4. Case 2: c = 1.592E - 01 + 3.000E - 04i. 
n Root Method Iteration Error 
1 1.353 599 522 709 126 - 3.575 573 961 198 173E -4 i  N 5 4.4E - 17 
2 -1 .873699763010221-  7.068 124470966466E -4 i  G 21 7 .0E-  17 
3 -4.018270093631 160+ 1.299 264 720 560545E -3 i  G 27 2.7E - 17 
4 5.963424326485732+ 1.153 120291001936E -2 i  G 50 2 .4E-16  
5 6.601208146103 226 - 2.565 448 771735 974E -3 i  G 300 1.OE -01 
6 -9 .284481815402669-  9.556551159325 67E - l i  G 20 1.4E -16  
7 -9.289571293901485+ 9.559653961489 137E - l i  G 18 7 .8E-  16 
5 6.281826456106193- 1.193952483316023E-2i  F 12 5 .6E-18  
Table 5. Case 3: c = -3.028 640 285 994 887E - 01 + 3.567 395 969 996 066E - 02i. 
n Root Method Iteration Error 
1 -1.198 302 121618 001 - 3.462 869 754 861418E - 2i N 4 5 .7E-  17 
2 2.324658172463906 - 1.925463 812873 67E - l i  G 26 2.2E - 11 
3 3.348249302355426 + 1.958 151 524873 279E - 1/ G 300 3.1E - 02 
4 -5.904606294190321 + .242 749 019 043 846E - 04 G 15 2.8E - 11 
5 -6 .182691281455753-  1.274168497301300E-0i  G 15 7 .4E-  12 
6 9.103054427892502 - 1.705 148 792878 354E - 0i G 12 2.1E - 11 
7 9.355182 012 442 000 + 1.727 444 606 067 827E - 0i G 12 9 .4E-  12 
3 3.296551741808541 + 2.917336659 204392E - l i  F 300 2.7E - 02 
3 3.319 479 720124 765 + 2.458 851377 141414E - l i  SG 8 2.0E - 17 
3 3.319 479 720124 765 + 2.458 851377141414E - 1 i SF 6 2.5E - 17 
In  Case  3 (Tab le  5), Newton 's  method worked  well  for the  f irst root .  
H igh  prec is ion  was also obta ined  when ca lcu la t ing  the  o ther  roots  by  i te ra t ing  Go, except  for 
the  th i rd  one.  But  300 i te ra t ions  w i th  Gc (as well  as w i th  Fc)  fai led to  produce  a good  es t imate  
of  the  th i rd  root :  actua l ly ,  z (3) is an  ind i f ferent  f ixed po in t  of Fc, and  it  is a so lu t ion  of (22) 
for w = p /q  = 4/3  (s ince a is ra t iona l  z (3) is cal led a parabo l i c  or ra t iona l  f ixed po in t ) .  The  
root  z (3) be longs  to  the  Ju l ia  set  of Fc, that  is, the  boundary  of  the  bas in  of a t t rac t ion  of  Fc 
(see F igure  9a). By  the  F lower  Theorem (see [13]), we know that  there  are ana ly t i c  curves  that  
bound peta ls  wh ich  are pa i rwise  tangent  a t  z (3). There  are three  peta ls  a t  z (3) ( the  number  of  
peta ls  is a mul t ip le  of  q). Not ice  that  set  A sur rounds  the  la rger  peta l ,  whi le  the  set  B ( l im i ted  
by  the  oval  of  Cass in i )  sur rounds  the  smal le r  one.  The  th i rd  peta l  is ins ide Fc(B) .  The va lue  z (3) 
was  accurate ly  ca lcu la ted  w i th  S te f fensen 's  formula .  
In  Case  4 (Tab le  6), the  th i rd  root  cou ld  not  be  ca lcu la ted  by  i te ra t ing  Gc or Fc; it was,  
however ,  accurate ly  es t imated  by  Ste f fensen 's  formula .  
Table 6. Case 4: c = -2.843 204 704 217 801E-01 + 1.768 072 974 904 557E - 02i. 
n Root Method Iteration Error 
1 -1.217152074940984 - 1.760358851 898909E-  2i N 5 8 .8E-  17 
2 2.266 150509375535 - 8.271812 569883 72E - 24 G 36 5.2E - 17 
3 3.246 046 941573 089 + 4.986 665 237 272 808E - l i  G 300 2.3E - 01 
4 -5.976683059596344 + 1.166 249 761885 764E - 0i G 23 1 .8E-  16 
5 -6.128403870969391 - .182 607897 218 822E - 0i G 22 3.5E - 16 
6 9.168038914162745 - 1.636166 717071264E - 0/ G 18 1 .3E-  15 
7 9.302943895356092+ 1.647847 166289266E - 0/ O 18 6 .9E-  16 
3 3.314345964640615 + 2.291904 120 564 324E - l i  F 300 8.0E - 02 
3 3.407379204781820+ 1.100326010 708 265E-  1/ SG 9 3 .8E-  17 
3 3.407379204781820+ 1.100326010708266E - l i  SF 7 4.5E - 18 
In  fact ,  z (3) is an  ind i f ferent  f ixed po in t  of  Fc and  a so lu t ion  of (22) for c~ = 7r. In  F igure  9b, 
we have  drawn the  bas in  of  a t t rac t ion  of  z (3) for F t .  As  in F igure  9a, in i t ia l  po in ts  in the  wh i te  
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(b) c = -0.2843 + 0.01768i and z (3) is an irrational fixed point. White points are 
start ing values of iterations that converge to a neighbourhood of z (3). Iterations 
start ing at the black points tend to infinity. 
Figure 9. Basin of attraction (white) of z (3) for Fc = cos (z ) /c  for two different values 
of c. 
zone generate sequences that converge to a neighbourhood of z(3)z3. The boundary of this set is 
the Julia set J of Fc, on which lie all the repelling periodic points. The complement of J in C is 
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the Fatou set of Fc, whose components are shown in white and black. The point z (3) belongs to 
the Fatou set. The different shapes of the Julia sets for a rational value of a (Figure 9a) and an 
irrational one (Figure 9b) can be appreciated. Actually, the difference in the dynamics between 
Figures 9a and 9b is not only due to the fact that (~ is irrational in one case and rational in the 
other. If a is an irrational number that can be well approximated by a rational in a certain sense 
(see [13]), the dynamics are similar to those of a rational indifferent point. 
For the value of c in Case 5 (Table 7), the first two roots z (1) and z (2) are both close to the 
double root ~1. 
Tab le  7. Case  5: c --  -1 .508879561538 i .  
n Root  Method I te ra t ion  Er ror  
2 6 .512426592401622E - 7 + 1.199 678 640257616 i  N 300 7 .8E  -23  
2 3 .010  452 918 949 244E -5  + 1.205 287 041 168 627i  G 300 2 .9E  -05  
3 4 .137584949873 986E - 0 - 2 .704303172 695 863i  G 23 1 .1E -15  
4 -4 .137  584 949 873 986E - 0 - 2 .704 303172 695 863i  G 23 1 .1E  - 15 
5 -7 .449  649 041428 378E - 0 + 3 .198 421554 866 650i  G 18 4 .0E  -15  
6 7 .449649041428 378E - 0 + 3 .198 421554 866 650i  G 18 4 .0E  -15  
7 10 .677209 69 865 980E - 0 - 3 .525051677 827 067i  G 17 6 .1E  -15  
1 0 .000  000 000 000 000E - 0 + 1.194 224 867046 934i  F 300 2 .7E  -05  
1 -7 .102  533520916 593E - 7+ 1 .199678 597096 264i  SF  300 9 .0E  -14  
1 -2 .876  614 834 058 064E - 6 + 1.199 676 783 608 446/  SG 300 1 .0E - 11 
1 -6 .510121120962058E - 7+ 1 .199678640257617/  I 1 6 .4E  -22  
2 6 .510121 121925 596E - 7 + 1.199 678640257616 i  I 1 0 
1 0 .000000000000000E - 0+ 1 .199678162 931667 i  N 300 5 .9E  -13  
Both of Newton's iterations tarted in the first region and iteration with Gc started in the 
second region converged to z (2). Steffensen's algorithm with Fe succeeded in calculating z (1), but 
was not overprecise: the error was 9 x 10 -14. Greater errors were produced by the three iterative 
methods: Fc, Gc with Steffensen's formula, and Newton. On the other hand, interpolation 
produced a precise estimate of both z (1) and z (2) with errors 6 x 10 -22 and 0, respectively. 
In Case 6 (Table 8), since the roots z (2) and z (3) lie near the double root ~2, iterations with 
Fc and Ge gave poor estimates. The latter could not be improved by Steffensen's algorithm; in 
fact, in one case, it converged to z (1) instead of z (2), in another case, the estimate was worse, and 
when applied with Fc, it was divergent. 
Tab le  8. Case  6: c --  -3 .365  079 989 999 999E - 01 - 2 .449 212 707 644 754E - 20i.  
n Root  Method I te ra t ion  Er ror  
1 -1 .167165 065 466 734 + 2.275 714 000 328 969E - 20i  N 5 2 .4E-  17 
2 2 .795 622 829 849 600 + 5 .429 726 222 487 713E - 06/  G 300 2 .4E  - 06 
3 2 .795 619 456 548 307 - 1 .713 897 290 640 234E - 05i  G 300 2 .4E  - 06 
4 -6 .030091979516909-  1 .370660930988167E - 00i  G 22 3 .4E-  16 
5 -6 .030091979516909+ 1 .370660930988167E - 00i  G 21 3 .4E  - 16 
6 9 .219595447509340 + 1 .820664606364001E - 00i  G 18 1 .4E  - 15 
7 9 .219595447509340-  1 .820664606 364001E-  00i  G 17 1 .4E-  15 
3 2 .801046379407385-  1 .974948989 851 742E - 17/ F 300 2 .2E  -06  
1 -1 .167165065466733-  2 .116463458828 549E-  17i SG 97 5 .8E  - 16 
3 2 .782 637 622 979 754 - 3 .959 298 662 757 282E - 02i  SG 300 8 .5E  - 04 
- Over f low SF  
2 2 .796 810 317 699 862 @ 4 .611551 714 075 772E - 17i I 3 7 .2E  - 23 
3 2 .799962365602287 - 4 .627 228 338 252 492E - 17i I 2 1 .1E - 22 
2 2 .796810317699892 + 4.616414 723939 505E - 17i N 6 5 .4E  - 20 
2 2 .796810317699892 + 4 .616 414 723 939 506E - 17i N 6 5 .4E  - 20 
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Table 9. Number of floating point operations per iteration with each method. 
Method Floating Point Operations per Iteration 
N: Newton 34 
F: iterations with Fc 12 
G: iterations with Gc 41 
SF: Steffensen with Fc 46 
SG: Steffensen with Gc 104 
I: Interpolation 328 (plus ~ 2000 for the cube roots) 
Starting from the two nearest cube roots of Qc(u) added to ~2, we obtained accurate stimates 
of z (2) and z (3) by interpolation. With the last estimates of z (2) and z (3) obtained by Fc and Gc 
used as starting values for Newton's method, this method always converged to the second root 
and missed the third one. 
The number of floating point operations (flops) for one iteration of each method is given in 
Table 4. The sum of two complex numbers was counted as two flops, and their product as six 
flops. One iteration with Steffensen's algorithm applied to Fc takes roughly the same number of 
operations as four iterations with Fc. For the interpolation method, one has to add around 2000 
flops for the cube roots, which are calculated by an iterative method (QR) as the eigenvalues of 
a 3 × 3 matrix. In a particular computer search, a DX4-S processor running at 100 MHz found, 
in fewer than five seconds, the first 200 roots of cos z = cz  by iterating Fc  and/or Gc (the first 
root having been found by Newton's method). The desired precision of only two of these roots 
was met by means of Steffensen's algorithm and interpolation. Hence, the higher number of 
operations needed by the interpolation method was not a great drawback. 
6. E IGENVALUES OF THE SCATTERING PROBLEM 
We now return to the original problem of finding the eigenvalues ofa rectangular metallic cavity, 
and compare the results obtained with the known values for a perfectly conducting surface. 
Once the complex roots of (10) and (41) have been computed, we have to recover the eigenvalues 
corresponding to the scattering problem, that is, the roots of equation (7). As we took squares and 
square roots to obtain the simpler equations (10) and (41) from equation (7), the new equations 
have more solutions than the original ones. Therefore, we select from the set of roots those that 
satisfy equation (7). 
We know that in the case of a groove in a perfectly conducting plane, the equations of the 
eigenvalues are simpler, namely, 
s inz=0 and cosz=0,  (46) 
whose solutions are real and are given by mTr and (m + 1/2)7r, with m E Z, respectively. To 
compare our results with this limit case, we calculate the eigenvalues that correspond to a groove 
in a highly conducting plane. 
Table 10. The first seven roots of cos  z = cz  and sin z -- cz for a metallic surface 
with • = 1.75 + 8.5i compared with the eigenvalues of a perfectly conducting surface. 
n cos  z = cz  cos z = 0 sin z = cz  sin z = 0 
1 1.5165149-0.0106437i 1.57080 3.0328922-0.0213769i 3.14159 
2 4.5489914--0.0322925i 4.71239 6.0646674-0.0434911i 6.28319 
3 7.5797668--0.0550856i 7.85398 9.0941255--0.0672069i 9.42478 
4 10.6075659-0.0800116i 0.99557 12.1198932-0.0936930i 12.56637 
5 13.6308935--0.1084957i 14.13717 15.1403324--0.1247377i 15.70796 
6 16.6479594--0.1428427i 17.27876 18.1535217-0.1633881i 18.84956 
7 19.6568042--0.1871752i 20.42035 21.1577241-0.2153243i 21.99115 
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In Table 10, the results obtained with the present method for a metallic surface of refractive 
index v = 1.75 + 8.5i corresponding to aluminum at wavelength A = 0.95# are compared with 
the eigenvalues of a perfectly conducting surface. 
As expected, for this surface we get eigenvalues with real parts near (m + 1/2)7r or m~r, and 
with small imaginary parts. 
7. CONCLUSION 
The eigenvalues of the modes in a metallic cavity have been found by solving numerically, two 
complex transcendental equations. Different methods have been proposed and tested. The roots 
of these equations are fixed points of an entire function Fc(z). The iterates Zj+l = Fc(zj) converge 
at most to two roots, while iterations with the multiple-valued inverse function Zj+l = Fc--l(zj) 
converge to most of the roots. A partition of the complex plane into regions that contain only one 
root was made in order to find an adequate determination of Fc --1 and suitable starting values. 
Near indifferent fixed points, convergence was found to be slow and was accelerated by means 
of Steffensen's formula. In cases where the region is convex, Newton's method was used. 
As the above-mentioned methods fail to converge if the solution is close to a double root, an 
efficient interpolation method has been used to overcome this difficulty. This method involves a 
larger number of operations, but gives precise estimates of the required solution. 
A complete high-accuracy tool has thus been presented for solving the equations of the scat- 
tering problem. 
APPENDIX  
ALGORITHM (b). Iterations with Go. 
Evaluate [vo[ = ln(1  + ~ )  +5 
I fp  = 1, apply Newton's method (see Table 4) Endif 
For p -- 2, 3, . . .  N 
If c E II tJ III, take r = 1 
If p -- 0 or 1 mod 4, rerun the algorithm with -c  to find - z  (p) Endif 
Endif 
If c E I (2 IV, take r -- 2 




If c e I U II, take s = (-1)q Endif 
If c e III U IV, take s = ( -1)  q+l Endif 
u0 -- P-~ 7r 
Zo = uo + is  Iv0] 
For j = 1,2, . . .  ,maxiter  
w~ = czj_1 + x/(cz~_l) 2 - 1 
If s = 1, take w/Iw ] < 1 Endif 
If s = -1 ,  take w/[w] > 1 Endif 
I f r  = 1, take argw e (0,2r] Endif 
If r = 2, take arg w e ( - r ,  r] Endif 
z~ = - i  log w + 2kr 
If ]zj - zj-1] < ~i, Stop Endif 
End 
End 
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